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To generate a tileable texture stack, we concatenate (tile) the latent space within the generator. We crop the output, which contains 4
copies of the tileable texture. Using the discriminator at test time, we can evaluate if the generated image is tileable.

We present SeamlessGAN, a texture
synthesis method which:
• Generates tileable textures
• Works with one or multiple texture

maps
• Works with many types of textures
• Obtains SOTA results
• Works faster than previous

methods. 

Reusing Discriminator at Test-Time as a Quality Function
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The generator does not always
create high-quality textures. The
latent space tiling operation may
introduce artifacts in the center
area of the textures.

At test time, we use the
discriminator to find artifacts on
the generated textures. If
artifacts are found on the
central area, the texture is
discarded and another sample is
generated.
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Ablation Studies

Why Tileable Texture Stacks?

Single Texture Map Multiple Texture Maps Raw Texture Tileable Texture

Multiple texture maps allow for enhanced realism.
Tileable textures represent materials

by repeating a portion of them. 

Model Training using Adversarial Expansion
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We extend previous
work* to allow for

multiple texture maps, 
and make it an order of

magnitude faster by
changing the model

architecture and training 
details. 

*Non-Stationary Texture Synthesis by Adversarial 
Expansion [Zhou et al. – Siggraph 2018]

Qualitative Results
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Through ablations, we find:
• The adversarial loss

provides the best semantic
results. Style and pixel-wise
losses reduce artifacts.

• Tiling the first latent space
in the generator provides
the best results overall.

• Using multiple decoders in
the generator provides
better texture maps.

• A 4-layer discriminator and
a 5-layer generator provides
a good tradeoff between
cost and quality.


